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Definitions

Apm – Application Power Management. Apm is one of the power managementfeatures used in Trinity APUs. If enabled, the Apm will constantly calculate thepower draw of the APU. If the calculations indicate higher power consumptionthan the TDP specifies, Apm will adjust the frequency and voltage parametersto lower the power consumption.
Note:1. Apm needs to be enabled if Core Performance Boost (CPB) is enabled.2. For GPU power management see BApm.3. Apm should always be disabled when the system is overclocked.4. TDP may be exceeded if Apm is disabled.
BApm – Bi-directional Application Power Management. BApm is constantlymonitoring the usage of CPU and GPU. In case of high CPU usage BApm willmaximize the power envelope of CPU and reduce the size of power envelopeof GPU. As the name of the feature indicates, it works in both directions.
BCLK - Baseclock or reference clock (REFCLK). BCLK is used as a referencefrequency to generate clocks for all of the different clock domains in the APU.The final output frequencies are generated with Plls and post Pll divisors (seeDID).
CNB – Core northbridge.
COF – Current operating frequency.
CU – Compute unit.
DCT – DRAM controller (channel).
DID – Post Pll divisor identifier. Used together with Pll multiplier to generatethe final output frequency of given clock domain.



Dpm – Dynamic Power Management.
FID – Frequency identifier. FID value is the Pll multiplier for BCLK frequency.
GNB – Graphics northbridge.
Loadline – Supply voltage slope in relation to current (I) draw. The angle ofthe slope defines how much the supply voltage decreases under the load. Lessslope equals lower drop under the load (higher voltage) and vice versa.
MEMCLK – Memory clock frequency.
NCLK – Northbridge clock frequency.
OCP – Overcurrent protection.
SCLK – GPU clock frequency.
TDC – Thermal Design Current. TDC indicates the maximum current draw ofthe APU, in normal use. Applications such as Prime95 can make the APU toexceed its rated TDC if power management features have been disabled.
TDP – Thermal Design Power. TDP specifies the thermal power in Watts. TDPindicates the maximum dissipated thermal power in normal use. Applicationssuch as Prime95 can make the APU to exceed its rated TDP if powermanagement features have been disabled.
UNB – Unified northbridge (CNB & GNB combined).
VID – Voltage identifier. Specifies the supply voltage level requested from theVRM controller.



Requirements
AMD A6-5400K / A8-5600K or A10-5800K APU

Integrated GPU enabled (Dual Graphics / discrete with Virtu allowed).

Windows Vista or Windows 7 (32/64-bit)

NOTE:  AOD or GPU-Z CANNOT BE RUNNING while the program is started
or any of the settings is being adjusted.

Getting startedStart the program by executing TCIK2.exeIf it is the first time you run the program, it is necessary to select the correctprofile for your motherboard. It is ABSOLUTELY MANDATORY to select thecorrect profile. Selecting a wrong profile can cause permanent damage to thehardware (such as corrupted VRM controller NVM). Even in the best case thebehavior would be completely unpredictable.NOTE: If you accidentally select a wrong profile or use a differentmotherboard with the same OS installation:Start the program and wait until the main menu is displayed. Type command“Profile” and press enter. The program will move to the initial menu whichallows reloading the motherboard profile. After you have changed the profileto the correct one, restart the program as requested.



Currently there is only a very limited amount of profiles available. Moremotherboard specific profiles will be added once the hardware specificationsof the currently unsupported motherboards are confirmed.If your motherboard is not listed yet, please select the generic profile (6.Other). This will load a safe profile which does not support any externalclockgenerator or any specific VRM controller. The generic profile will onlysupport BCLK adjustment in internal clock mode (FCH integrated Pll).Input: Numeric values between 1–6 (e.g. 1).



Once the correct profile has been selected and the program has beenrestarted, the next view is the main menu. After the first run the program willalways start from here.There are eight different sub-menus which can be accessed from the mainmenu.

1. General InfoThe values are for display purposes only; there are no adjustable settings inthis menu.



2. CPU ControlCPU Control menu allows adjusting the CPU specific parameters; FID, VID,PStates, Voltage Offset and Loadline Trim.  CPU PStates can be controlledseparately for both of the CUs.
3. CNB ControlCNB Control menu allows adjusting the CNB specific parameters; FID, VID,PStates, Voltage Offset and Loadline Trim.
4. GNB ControlGNB Control menu allows adjusting the GNB specific parameters; SCLKDivider, UNB voltage and PStates. Further adjustments are available in thelimited version of the program.
5. DRAM Timing ControlDRAM Timing Control menu allows adjusting all of the DRAM timing relatedparameters for both of the DCTs separately. Further adjustments are availablein the limited version of the program.
6. Receiver Calibration ControlReceiver Calibration Control menu allows adjusting the parameters of IMCreceivers for both of the DCTs separately. Further adjustments are available inthe limited version of the program.
7. Power & Thermal ControlPower & Thermal Control menu allows adjusting the power managementfeatures of the APU. The most important menu for overclocking.
8. Advanced FeaturesAdvanced Features menu allows adjusting the BCLK frequency and Downcoreconfiguration. Further adjustments are available in the limited version of theprogram.



General Info

Most of the values displayed in this menu are quite self-explanatory, howevercouple of the might need some further explanation.
Unfused is a synonym for unlocked. This means there is no frequency limit setby fuses, however the values still have a upper limit (by design). For CPU FID(multiplier) the maximum value is 63x, for NB FID 31x.



Current BCLK frequency is measured by APIC. The method used to capturethe timer in this case is a “single shot”, so excess CPU load should be avoidedwhen the program is started. With this method the average error of margin isless than 0.1%. However if the CPU is heavily loaded while the program isloading, the margin of error can be as high as 1%. If the detected BCLK differsmore than 0.5% from the value displayed by CPU-Z please restart theprogram.
Frequency source will tell which clock generator is used to generate theBCLK frequency. Available options are Internal Pll (FCH) and External Pll. Ifexternal clockgen is used but there is no profile available for the motherboard,BCLK adjustment is NOT available.
Fused values in general are values which are programmed during themanufacturing process and cannot be changed by bios. Unlike the values readfrom PState these values allow accurate comparison between parts withdifferent leakage levels.
ASIC Leakage Level is an estimate of the leakage properties of the part. Thereare several different leakage categories available, ranging from Ultra high to
Ultra low leak. This is just an estimate based on leakage levels observed withselected chips with known leakage properties and accurate Iddq data.
IMC Strength Delta is a delta value which gives an estimate about thecapabilities of the IMC. Higher (positive) value = stronger IMC.



CPU Control



PState Control Mode selects which CUs the PState-command is applied to.Same PStates between different CUs/Cores cannot have differentFID/VID/DID values specified, however the PStates can be controller per CU.For example CU0 can be set to PState1 while CU1 remains in PState0.
Command: “CU0” or “CU1” or “Both”.If “CU0” is selected the PState changes will be applied to CU0 only. If “CU1” isselected the changes will be applied to CU1 only. When “Both” is selected thechanges will apply on both CUs.NOTE: When “Both” (default) is selected “PState Control Mode” will display“Per Node”.
Command: “TargetPS”.
Available options: “Pb0”, “Pb1”, “PS0”, “PS1”, “PS2”, “PS3”, “PS4”, “PS5”.TargetPS command selects the PState the changes (FID/VID) are targeted to.
NOTE: If CPB (Turbo) is disabled, TargetPS command options “Pb0” and “Pb1”are not available.
IMPORTANT: CPU PState0 should never be adjusted! On all AMD K15h basedCPUs the Time Stamp Counter (TSC) is tied to CPU PState0. This means theTSC will always tick at the rate of CPU PState0. Modifying the CPU PState0frequency (changing FID/DID) will make the TSC to reset. On Windows Vistaand Windows 7 OS the Aero DWM service uses the CPU TSC. For some reasonthe Aero DWM crashes if the TSC is resetted. Restarting Aero DWM will notmake any difference, the crash is permanent. The only way to make it workproperly again is to reset the CPU PState0 to the same frequency the systemwas booted with.It does not have any effect to the performance or stability; however thedisplay may look corrupted. See the suggested workaround from the end ofthe document. “DWM Workaround”.



Command: “Multiplier”
Available options: Displayed prior inputting the new value (on unfused APUsthe range is “16x” –“63x”.
Command: “Voltage”
Available options: Displayed prior inputting the new value. Either actualvoltage value or VID code can be used for input. Please check the voltage listfrom the very last pages of the user guide.
Command: “Offset”
Available options: “-25mV”, “0mV”, “+25mV”.
NOTE: The setting is not PState specific; it will be applied on all PStates.
NOTE: If the motherboard is not AMD SVI2 compliant this feature is notavailable.
Command: “Loadline”
Available options: “Disabled”, “-40%”, “-20%”, “0%”, “+20%”, “+40%”,“+60%”, “+80%”.
NOTE: The setting not PState specific, it will be applied on all PStates.
NOTE: Lower value = less slope under the load (see definitions: Loadline).
NOTE: If the motherboard is not AMD SVI2 compliant this feature is notavailable.
Command: “PS0”, “PS1”, “PS2”, “PS3”, “PS4”, “PS5”.Will change the CUs indicated by “PState Control Mode” to specified PState.
NOTE: Boosted PStates (Pb0, Pb1) are managed by hardware. They cannot beenforced.



Command: “Postpone”.When “Postpone” is enabled the changes to the PState will not be actuatedimmediately upon writing the values. To actuate the changes you need tomanually request PState change to that PState (see previous command).
CNB Control



Command: “Multiplier”
Available options: Displayed prior inputting the new value (on unfused APUsthe range is “*x” – “31x”.
NOTE: The NCLK frequency may never be lower than ((MEMCLK /2)*1.25).E.G At DDR-2400 the minimum allowed NCLK frequency is 1500MHz. Thesoftware will automatically block values which would violate the rule.
IMPORTANT:  CNB PState0 should never be adjusted! On all AMD K15h basedCPUs the Time Stamp Counter (TSC) is tied to CNB PState0. This means theTSC will always tick at the rate of CNB PState0. Modifying the CNB PState0frequency (changing FID/DID) will make the TSC to reset. On Windows Vistaand Windows 7 OS the Aero DWM service uses the CNB TSC. For some reasonthe Aero DWM crashes if the TSC is resetted. Restarting Aero DWM will notmake any difference, the crash is permanent. The only way to make it workproperly again is to reset the CNB PState0 to the same frequency the systemwas booted with.It does not have any effect to the performance or stability; however thedisplay may look corrupted.See the suggested workaround from the end of the document. “DWMWorkaround”.
Command: “Voltage”
Available options: Displayed prior inputting the new value. Either actualvoltage value or VID code can be used for input. Please check the voltage listfrom the very last pages of the user guide.



Command: “Offset”
Available options: “-25mV”, “0mV”, “+25mV”.
NOTE: The setting is not PState specific; it will be applied on all PStates.
NOTE: If the motherboard is not AMD SVI2 compliant this feature is notavailable.
Command: “Loadline”
Available options: “Disabled”, “-40%”, “-20%”, “0%”, “+20%”, “+40%”,“+60%”, “+80%”.
NOTE: The setting not PState specific, it will be applied on all PStates.
NOTE: Lower value = less slope under the load (see definitions: Loadline).
NOTE: If the motherboard is not AMD SVI2 compliant this feature is notavailable.
Command: “TargetPS”
Available options: “PS0”, “PS1”.TargetPS command selects the PState the changes (FID/VID) are targeted to.
Command: “EnforcePS0”EnforcePS0 command locks the NBPState to PState0 (highest performance).
Command: “EnforcePS1”EnforcePS1 command locks the NBPState to PState1 (for workaroundpurposes).
Command: “Release”Releases the PS0/PS1 locked with “EnforcePSx” command.



GNB ControlIf you have not already enabled “Master PowerMode”, following warning willbe displayed when trying to access GNB Control menu.

After pressing “any key” to continue, you will be transferred to “Power &Thermal Control” menu. Master PowerMode is enabled with followingcommand:
Command: “PowerMode”.
Available options: “Enabled”



Once the PowerMode has been enabled, the GNB Control Menu will bedisplayed.

NOTE: If “Bios OC Workaround Required” reads Yes, you need to manuallyenable SCLK PState2 after setting the desired divider value.



Command: “Divider”
Available options: On unlocked APUs the valid range is “2”-“38” with 0.25intervals. Once the new divider has been set, the resulting SCLK frequency willbe displayed prior writing it. If the frequency is what you expected it to betype “Yes”, otherwise type “No”.
Command: “Voltage”
Available options: Displayed prior inputting the new value. Either actualvoltage value or VID code can be used for input. Please check the voltage listfrom the very last pages of the user guide.
NOTE: GNB Voltage is set with a special voltage force command. The GNBvoltage becomes dominant over all of the other voltage requests. After thevoltage is set the system cannot over-ride it and it stays effective until it iseither changed to other value or released by the user. See Release command.
Command: “Release”.Release command releases the forced voltage level immediately. After it hasbeen released the voltage is managed by Dpm (dynamic) as usual.
Command: “EnablePS”.
Available options: “PS0”, “PS1”, “PS2”.The command enables any SCLK PState disabled either by bios or user.
Command: “DisablePS”.
Available options: “PS0”, “PS1”, “PS2”.The command disables any enabled SCLK PState.
NOTE: At least one of the available PStates must always be enabled. If all ofthe PStates are disabled the GPU clocks will be turned off.
Command: “Poll”The command refreshes the SCLK frequency and voltage readings.



DRAM Timing Control

Command: “DCT0”, “DCT1”, “Both”.Selects the channel the timings changes are targeted to.The current value is indicated by “DRAM Timing Control Mode”.By default the control mode is set to “Both” (DCT0/DCT1).



Command: “SAM”.
Available options: “Enabled”, “Disabled”.This setting controls the SlowAccessMode, better known as Command Rate.Enabled = 2T, Disabled = 1T.
Command: “T1” or “tRCD”.
Available options: Valid range “0”-“31” MEMCLKs.
Command: “T2” or “tRP”.
Available options: Valid range “0”-“31” MEMCLKs.
Command: “T3” or “tRAS”.
Available options: Valid range “0”-“63” MEMCLKs.
Command: “T4” or “tRTP”.
Available options: Valid range “0”-“15” MEMCLKs.
Command: “T5” or “tWTR”.
Available options: Valid range “0”-“15” MEMCLKs.
Command: “T6” or “tRRD”.
Available options: Valid range “0”-“15” MEMCLKs.
Command: “T7” or “tRC”.
Available options: Valid range “0”-“63” MEMCLKs.
Command: “T8” or “tWR”.
Available options: Valid range “0”-“63” MEMCLKs.
Command: “T9” or “tRFC”.
Available options: Valid range “90”, “110”, “160”, “300”, “350”.



Command: “T10” or “MaxRD”.
Available options: Valid range “0”-“1023” NCLKs.
Command: “T11” or “tFAW”.
Available options: Valid range “0”-“63” MEMCLKs.
Command: “T12” or “tWRWRSDSC”.
Available options: Valid range “0”-“15” MEMCLKs.
Command: “T13” or “tWRWRSDDC”.
Available options: Valid range “0”-“15” MEMCLKs.
Command: “T14” or “tWRWRDD”.
Available options: Valid range “0”-“15” MEMCLKs.
Command: “T15” or “tRDRDSDSC”.
Available options: Valid range “0”-“15” MEMCLKs.
Command: “T16” or “tRDRDSDDC”.
Available options: Valid range “0”-“15” MEMCLKs.
Command: “T17” or “tWRRD”.
Available options: Valid range “0”-“15” MEMCLKs.
Command: “T18” or “tRDRDDD”.
Available options: Valid range “0”-“15” MEMCLKs.
Command: “T19” or “tRWTWB”.
Available options: Valid range “0”-“63” MEMCLKs.
Command: “T20” or “tRWTTO”.
Available options: Valid range “0”-“63” MEMCLKs.



Command: “T21” or “tMRD”.
Available options: Valid range “0”-“15” MEMCLKs.
Command: “T22” or “tMOD”.
Available options: Valid range “0”-“63” MEMCLKs.
Command: “PDOFF”.
Available options: Will disable DRAM PowerDown.
DRAM Receiver Calibration Control



Command: “DCT0”, “DCT1”, “Both”.Selects the channel the timings changes are targeted to.The current value is indicated by “DRAM Receiver Control Mode”.By default the control mode is set to “Both” (DCT0/DCT1).
Command: “ODT”.
Available options: “60”, “80”, “120”, “240”.Sets the resistance of processor on-die-termination resistors.
Command: “DqsDS”.
Available options: “0.75x”, “1.0x”, “1.25x”, “1.5x”.Sets the DQS Drive Strength.
Command: “DataDS”.
Available options: “0.75x”, “1.0x”, “1.25x”, “1.5x”.Sets the Data Drive Strength.
Command: “ClkDS”.
Available options: “1.0x”, “1.25x”, “1.5x”, “2.0x”.Sets the MEMCLK Drive Strength.
Command: “AcDS”.
Available options: “1.0x”, “1.25x”, “1.5x”, “2.0x”.Sets the Addr/Cmd Drive Strength.
Command: “CsoDS”.
Available options: “1.0x”, “1.25x”, “1.5x”, “2.0x”.Sets the CS/ODT Drive Strength.



Command: “CKEDS”.
Available options: “1.0x”, “1.25x”, “1.5x”, “2.0x”.Sets the CKE Drive Strength.
Command: “AddrFD”.
Available options:  Valid range “0”-“31” /64 MEMCLKs.Sets the Addr/Cmd Fine Delay.
Command: “CsoFD”.
Available options:  Valid range “0”-“31” /64 MEMCLKs.Sets the CS/ODT Fine Delay.
Command: “CKEFD”.
Available options:  Valid range “0”-“31” /64 MEMCLKs.Sets the CKE Fine Delay.



Power & Thermal Control

Command: “ApmMaster”.
Available options: “Enabled”, “Disabled”.Enables or disables ApmMaster power management feature. WhenApmMaster is disabled the CPU will not throttle down because of exceededTDP limit (when overclocked).



NOTE: Disabling ApmMaster will disable CPB (Turbo).
NOTE: The OCP parameters found below only control the internal OCP of theAPU. The OCP/OVP protections of the VRM controller remain intact.
Command: “CoreOCPC”.
Available options: Valid range: “0” – “655” Amps.Sets the Core OCP Activation Limit (Continuous).
Command: “CoreOCPS”.
Available options: Valid range: “0” – “655” Amps.Sets the Core OCP Activation Limit (Spike).
Command: “NBOCPC”.
Available options: Valid range: “0” – “655” Amps.Sets the NB OCP Activation Limit (Continuous).
Command: “NBOCPS”.
Available options: Valid range: “0” – “655” Amps.Sets the NB OCP Activation Limit (Spike).
Command: “OCP”.
Available options: “Enabled”, “Disabled”.Setting OCP “disabled” will disable the global overcurrent protection.
Command: “CPB”.
Available options: “Enabled”, “Disabled”.Sets CPB (Turbo Core) either disabled or enabled.
NOTE: ApmMaster must be enabled if CPB is enabled.



Command: “DTS”.
Available options: “T-Lid”, “Core”, “IMC”.Changes the telemetry output source. The data output is available at the sameregistry as before. Readable with Core Temp, HWMonitor, etc.
Command: “PowerMode”.
Available options: “Enabled”, “Disabled”.Sets the “Master PowerMode” either disabled or enabled. If the GPU (SCLK) isoverclocked the “Master PowerMode” MUST always be enabled. Otherwise theGPU domain will be throttled down during load (GPU power envelopeexceeded).
Command: “ThrottlingTemp”.
Available options: Valid range: “52” – “115,5” Celsius.Sets the CPU Throttling activation temperature in relation to tCTL (T-Lid).
Command: “ThrottlingEn”.
Available options: “Enabled”, “Disabled”.Either disables or enables CPU thermal throttling.



Advanced Features

NOTE: If “External Pll Present” reads “No”, but “External Pll Enabled” reads“Yes”: The external Pll of the motherboard is currently enabled, however thetype of the Pll is not yet supported by the software. In this case BCLKadjustment is NOT available.
NOTE: The correct Pll is automatically detected, no action required from theuser.



Command: “BCLK”.
Available options: Valid range: 100.0 – Enough (MHz).
NOTE: It is mandatory to use following input format, “xxx.x” or “xxx,x”.
IMPORTANT: While the external Plls are highly precise, this is not the casewith the internal FCH Pll.  Because of a rather high source frequency, highfeedback divider and active spread spectrum the accuracy is not very “exact”.Exact frequencies can only be achieved with 4MHz intervals (e.g. 104.0MHz,108.0MHz, etc). The frequencies between the “exact” ones are also available;however the actual frequency will slightly differ from the requestedfrequency. The internal FCH Pll is also lacking the “overshoot reduction”feature. That’s why it is recommended to program the BCLK frequency insmall steps if the internal FCH Pll is used.



Command: “Downcore”.
Available options: “CU1”, “Slaves”, “Expendables”.“CU1” configuration will turn CU1 (Cores 2/3) off.“Slaves” will turn CU0/CU1 (Cores 1/3) off.“Expendables” will turn CU0/CU1 (Cores 1/2/3) off.
Command: “Actuate”This command will actuate the pending downcore configuration.Once the command has been issued you have 20 seconds to prepare thecomputer for a warm reset. Unless command “Cancel” is given within 20seconds, the computer will restart automatically.
DWM WorkaroundTo keep Aero DWM from crashing when the CPU or CNB is overclocked, usefollowing workaround:For CPU: Modify the CPUFID/VID parameters of PState1 (instead of PS0) byusing the “TargetPS” command. Once the desired parameters have beenprogrammed to PState1, change the current PState to PS1 by using “PS1”command.For CNB: Modify the CNBFID/VID parameters of PState1 (instead of PS0) byusing the “TargetPS” command. Once the desired parameters have beenprogrammed to PState1, force (lock) the PState to PState1 by using“EnforcePS1” command.



Suggested settings for overclockingUnder “Power & Thermal Control” menu:
 Core OCP Activation Limit (Continuous): 150A -> 655A.
 NB OCP Activation Limit (Continuous): 41A or 60A -> 655A.
 Node OCP Protection Status: Disabled (Command: OCP -> Disabled).
 Master PowerMode: Disabled -> Enabled.
 ApmMaster: -> Disabled.

General information regarding GPU overclockingThere are few different ways to overclock the GPU (SCLK) frequency. Themost common method is to have a single SCLK PState which is programmedfor the desired frequency output. This method will prevent the SCLK domainfrom throttling down under the load, even when the power envelope reservedfor GPU is exceeded. Actually the GPU is throttling down normally, howeversince there is only one PState enabled there is no lower clocked PState thedomain could “retreat” (throttle down) to.All of the power management features and limiters remain active when themethod described above is used. Currently this is the method all of themotherboard vendors use for their bios based GPU overclocking feature.The downside of this method is that since there is only one SCLK Pstateenabled (to prevent throttling), there is no low power (2D) PState available.This means the GPU is always operating at high frequency and voltage levels.The method TCI K² is using is a bit different. The software does not modifyany of the SCLK PStates to prevent throttling. Instead it enables a featurecalled “Master PowerMode*”, which prevents the power management fromthrottling down the SCLK domain. This method results lower powerconsumption & heat dissipation in cases where GPU performance is notrequired (2D, video decoding and such). Actually the power consumption isnot even lower; it is exactly the same as stock.



There is a single downside in this method:In case the display driver happens to crash the SCLK frequency is restored tothe default value. Unless the GPU is unstable because of overly optimisticclocking, the display driver crashes are VERY rare. So this is hardly a realproblem.(*) “Master PowerMode” is a “code name” invented by Roger. Officially orunofficially such feature does not exist.



Voltage input values:


